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Rob [Eggers] showed us the film maybe two hours before the audience screening, and I was devastated,” Taylor-Joy said. “I thought I’d never work again, I still get shivers thinking about it. It was ...
Anya Taylor-Joy Was ‘Devastated’ After Watching Her ‘Witch’ Acting: ‘Thought I’d Never Work Again’
SMF Studio (Soyuzmultfilm) has partnered with Joy Media for the distribution of Claymotions in China. Produced with a claymation technique, Claymotions aims to educate its young preschool audience ...
SMF Studio Inks Distribution Deal for Claymotions in China
Halls Head artist and printmaker Jo Wood has received the news that her print "The Moon Rose Over The Sea" has been accepted into a prestigious Victorian ...
'Inspired by joy and whimsy': Two works by Halls Head artist selected for interstate exhibitions
A music executive, Precious Okonkwo, aka Precious P Money, has said that he finds joy in grooming budding talents. P Money, who recently set up a recording studio, said, “I established the studio so ...
I find joy in nurturing talents — Precious P Money
In the latest episode of The FADER Interview podcast, Faye Webster talks about making I Know I'm Funy Haha, an album about the trials and tribulations of long-term domesticity.
Faye Webster on finding comfort in life and the joy of playing games
Welsh alternative rockers, The Joy Formidable, have shared the latest single, ‘Chimes’, from their upcoming fifth studio album Into the Blue. It’s the band’s third preview of the album after dropping ...
The Joy Formidable share latest single 'Chimes'
Founding member of The Jayhawks and Golden Smog, Gary Louris joins us for a virtual session to play songs from his second solo record, 'Jump For Joy' which came out this month. Gary chats with Mary ...
Gary Louris embraces isolation, plays songs from 'Jump For Joy' in Virtual Session
These artists celebrate the triumph of the human spirit and our collective capacity for joy. DAWN (Norway) In DAWN, Norwegian video artist Anastasia Isachsen explore ...
Ten Must-see Light Works From International Artists
Ricky Martin, Dwyane Wade, and Jesse Tyler Ferguson have all shared awesome dad moments that may make you laugh, cry, and ...
These famous fathers share with Ellen the joy that comes with parenting
The relative newcomer, who will star in Steven Spielberg’s "West Side Story," has been cast as the Disney princess.
Heigh-Ho, Rachel Zegler Is Off To Work As Snow White In Disney's Live-Action Remake
What does it mean to cultivate joy? Does it mean to take existing structures and rework them into a system that not only supports you and your work, but also elevates it? Or does it mean to devote ...
Blossoming Into Joy
It was an instructive experience, not least because echoes of this adjustment are being felt by anyone now returning to the office. My first reaction, as I raced to the studio, was to feel startled ...
The joy of returning to real life
Looking at Louisa McElwain’s paintings produces immense joy and immense grief simultaneously. The grief passes. The joy never does. Her rapturous landscapes are on view now at Evoke Contemporary ...
Louisa McElwain’s Joy Lives On Through Breathtaking New Mexico Landscapes
Robert Eggers’ 2015 horror movie “The Witch” served as an acting breakthrough for Anya Taylor-Joy. But while the film led to more sizable roles for the young actress, including a studio debut in M.
Anya Taylor-Joy: ‘The Witch’ Ending Production Was the ‘First Heartbreak’ of My Life
EXCLUSIVE: Rio Ferdinand has opened up to OK! about his Euros 2020 predictions and trying to overcome the negatives of lockdown ...
Rio Ferdinand's ‘joy’ at welcoming Cree as he plans first family of 6 holiday
Anya Taylor-Joy (“The Queen’s Gambit”) and Josh O’Connor (“The Crown”) sat down for a virtual chat for Variety‘s Actors on Actors. For more, click here. Anya ...
There’s an ‘Emma’ WhatsApp Group? Anya Taylor-Joy and Josh O’Connor on ‘The Queen’s Gambit,’ ‘The Crown’ and Their Huge Year
The Archive Project," Joy Harjo discusses her recent projects as US Poet Laureate, plus crafting poetry and the importance of art, in this talk and conversation with Anis Mojgani.
The Archive Project - Joy Harjo with Anis Mojgani
With fashion season as we once knew it historically offering up a month of chaos – in which sleep deprivation was the norm and anything resembling a social life went violently out of the window – that ...
CSM’s 2021 fashion grads delivered a sharp jolt of catwalk joy
Films with 8:46 run times by filmmakers including Camrus Johnson honor George Floyd with celebrations of Black Joy at Tribeca Film Festival ...
Films with 8:46 run times honor George Floyd with celebrations of Black joy at Tribeca Festival
You'll inevitably unlock a few trophies as you play through a game, but completionists work hard to unlock obscure achievements. Your trophy count feeds into a score that can serve as a badge of honor ...
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